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LONDON: Ryanair pledged to comply
with any conditions imposed by
Britain’s Civil Aviation Authority after it
threatened to file legal action against
the budget carrier for “persistently mis-
leading passengers” about their rights
amid a series of flight cancelations.

The CAA issued its warning
Wednesday, after Ryanair scrapped
18,000 more flights in a second round
of cancelations following the airline’s
admission that it “messed up” the
scheduling of pilot vacations. The
Dublin-based carrier said 34 routes
would be suspended from November
to March 2018,  affecting some
400,000 customers who had already
booked flights.

“We will be meeting with the CAA
and will comply fully with whatever

requirements they ask us to,” Ryanair
said in a statement.  The aviation
agency said Ryanair failed to tell cus-
tomers that it would re-route their
travel on other airlines if there were no
Ryanair flights available in a reason-
able amount of time. Ryanair also did-
n’t tell customers that the airline is
obliged to refund the cost of expenses
such as meals and hotels incurred as a
result of flight cancelations, and cover
expenses for anyone forced to travel
to a different airport for a replacement
flight, the CAA said.

Regulators said they told Ryanair
about these obligations after the air-
line announced the first round of flight
cancelations on Sept. 18. The agency
said it launched an enforcement action
against Ryanair for “persistently mis-

leading passengers with inaccurate
information regarding their rights.”

“There are clear laws in place, which
are intended to assist passengers in the
event of a cancellation, helping mini-
mize both the frustration and incon-
venience caused by circumstances
completely out of their control,” the
regulator’s chief executive, Andrew
Haines, said in a statement.  “We have
made this crystal clear to Ryanair, who
are well aware of their legal obliga-
tions, which includes how and when
they should reroute passengers, along
with the level of information it pro-
vides its passengers.”

Ryanair said Wednesday that it
planned to reduce its fleet and slow
growth to manage “exceptional vol-
umes of annual leave,” as it adjusts to a

new scheduling system. The airline
says it has been forced to schedule a
full year of pilot vacation time in nine
months because it is shifting to a
scheduling year that begins in January,
rather than April. 

Pilot representatives argue that
Ryanair has a pilot shortage and has
mismanaged the changeover, which
was required by new aviation safety
rules that the airline has known about
for two years. Whatever the cause,
dealing with the fallout remains a chal-
lenge for Ryanair. Britain’s newspapers
summed up the anger among travel-
ers, with the Daily Mail’s front page
headline reading “Now Ryanair cancels
Xmas,” and the Daily Mirror adding
“Now Ryanair ruins hold  for 400,000
more passengers.” — AP

BRUSSELS: The European Union and
Britain made progress in the latest
round of divorce talks, but not enough
to move to the next phase of discus-
sions on a transition period after Brexit
or a future trade deal, top negotiators
said yesterday.

“We have had a constructive week,
yes, but we are not yet there in terms of
achieving sufficient progress. Further
work is needed in the coming weeks
and months,” chief EU negotiator Michel
Barnier told reporters, praising a “new
dynamic” created by concessions made
last week by Prime Minister Theresa
May. She had hoped that a speech she
made at Florence on Friday would
unblock the three-month-old talks and
paving the way for the EU to open dis-
cussions on a post-Brexit free trade deal
by allowing Barnier to tell EU leaders
that there is “sufficient progress” on
three key “divorce” issues-rights for
expatriate citizens, the Northern Irish
border and how much Britain owes.

Barnier’s British counterpart, Brexit
Secretary David Davis, said they had
made “considerable progress” in four
days of talks in Brussels and repeated his
eagerness to move on to discuss what
happens after Brexit in March 2019.

Barnier highlighted two key areas of
disagreement. First, on citizens’ rights,
he welcomed a confirmation from Davis
that the withdrawal treaty guaranteeing
the rights of 3 million EU citizens in
Britain should have “direct effect” in
British law-effectively, Britain cannot
change them via new legislation. But
the Union continues to demand that
people also have the right to pursue
grievances at the EU’s own court.

Second, Barnier said Britain had clari-
fied that an offer by May that the other
27 states should not lose out financially
from Brexit during the current EU budg-
et period ending at the end of 2020
would cover payments only in 2019 and
2020. That, he said, was not enough.
Commitments agreed in the current
budget also lead to outward payments
in subsequent years.

Further on the money issue, which
both sides say has become the most

intractable, Barnier said Britain had yet
to specify which commitments it would
honor after May said that it would do so.
The EU has estimated that Britain will
owe tens of billions of euros (dollars) to
cover outstanding liabilities.

“For the EU, the only way to reach
sufficient progress is that all commit-
ments undertaken by the 28 are hon-
ored by the 28,” Barnier said.

Davis declined to put a figure on
what Britain might pay. The two sides
are due to meet again in just over two
weeks, on Oct. 9. Were Barnier to judge
those have made “sufficient progress”-
a deliberately vague term set by the EU
27 — he would be in a position to rec-
ommend to leaders at a summit on
Oct. 19-20 that they let him launch
trade talks. —Reuters 

LONDON: Bank of England Governor Mark Carney says the
central bank can extend the time over which it returns infla-
tion to target.

Addressing an audience to reflect on 20 years of the bank’s
independence, Carney said yesterday that bringing inflation
back to target “too rapidly could cause undesirable volatility in
output and employment.” Inflation in Britain is running at an
annual rate of 2.9 percent, above the bank’s target of 2 per-
cent. There’s mounting speculation the bank may raise its main
interest rate from the record low of 0.25 percent in November.
Carney also said that the bank cannot prevent the weaker real
income growth “likely to accompany” Britain’s exit from the
European Union, but it can “influence how this hit to incomes
is distributed between job losses and price rises.” —AP

JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s Karoo basin
probably has a 30th of the shale gas deposits that
some estimates had suggested, deflating expec-
tations of an energy bonanza, a study published
yesterday said. The findings by the South African
Journal of Science have been published shortly
before the expected award of the first shale gas
exploration licenses in the region. The govern-
ment had said an award could happen by the
end of September. The gas development plans
have already drawn opposition from campaign-
ers who say they threaten the environment of
the semi-arid Karoo, famed for its rugged scenery
and rare wildlife.

Geologists at the University of Johannesburg
and three other institutions estimated the gas
resource was probably 13 trillion cubic feet
(tcf), the bottom of a range of estimates that
had put deposits between 13 tcf to 390 tcf, the
study said. 

In 2015, the US Energy and Information
Administration (EIA) estimated the Karoo Basin’s
“technically recoverable shale gas resource” at
390 tcf, making it the 8th largest in the world
and second largest in Africa, behind Algeria. At
13 tcf, it ranks 34th out of 46 nations in EIA esti-
mates. However, the authors of the study said
that “such low estimates still represent a large

resource with developmental potential for the
South African petroleum industry.”

“To be economically viable, the resource
would be required to be confined to a small,
well-delineated ‘sweet spot’ area in the vast
southern area of the basin,” they wrote. The
study said previous estimates were “specula-
tive” and had been made without measure-
ments of gas content. Environmentalists and
farmers have staunchly opposed opening up
the Karoo for shale gas development, which
would require “fracking”, a technique involving
pumping water and chemicals at high pressure
to crack the rock and release the gas. —Reuters
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BRUSSELS: European Union chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier (right) and
British Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union David Davis address a
media conference at EU headquarters in Brussels yesterday. —AP

LONDON: Governor of Bank of England, Mark Carney
speaks at the Bank of England’s ‘Independence 20 years
on’ conference, in central London yesterday.—AFP
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